We calculate the Casimir energy for scalar fields in interaction with finite-width mirrors, described by nonlocal interaction terms. These terms, which include quantum effects due to the matter fields inside the mirrors, are approximated by means of a local expansion procedure. As a result of this expansion, an effective theory for the vacuum field emerges, which can be written in terms of generalized δ-potentials. We compute explicitly the Casimir energy for these potentials and show that, for some particular cases, it is possible to reinterpret them as imposing imperfect Dirichlet boundary conditions.
II. DERIVATIVE EXPANSION OF THE NONLOCAL EFFECTIVE ACTION
Let us consider a real scalar field ϕ in the presence of two flat mirrors of width ǫ centered at x d = 0, a. This scalar field interacts with the microscopic degrees of freedom inside the mirrors, which in the specific examples below will be described by a second scalar field χ. After integrating the microscopic degrees of freedom of the mirrors, the effective action for the scalar field ϕ will be of the form
I (ϕ) + S (a)
where S are concentrated on the positions of each mirror. On general grounds we expect these interaction terms to be nonlocal, i.e., S (0)
and a similar expression for S (a)
I . Here x denotes the time (x 0 ) as well as the d − 1 spatial coordinates parallel to the mirror (which we shall denote by x ). We have assumed translational invariance in the coordinates x , and therefore it is useful to write the effective action in terms of the Fourier transform of the field in these coordinates, ϕ, with the obvious notation k for the argument of this function.
The nonlocal kernel V ǫ may be expanded as follows [4] V ǫ (k ;
and the functions ψ n (x d ) depend essentially on the nature of the boundary conditions for the microscopic fields (i.e., those living inside the mirrors) while the coefficients, C mn (k , ǫ), are obtained by taking into account the (kinematic and dynamical) properties of those fields. Eq. (2) results from the assumption that, after integrating the microscopic fields, the most relevant term in the effective action is quadratic in the scalar field; in other words, we are assuming, as usual, that the media can be described by linear response theory. The particular case in which the interaction between the thick mirrors and the vacuum field is approximated by a local effective action (i.e. V ǫ (k ;
) has been considered in Ref. [6] . As we will see, the nonlocal effects can be evaluated perturbatively by expanding the kernel V ǫ in powers of the δ-function and its derivatives:
whereμ i (k ) depend on the microscopic fields and their interaction with the vacuum field. We start our derivation of the expansion with the study of a simple example, namely, the case in which the microscopic field χ is also a real scalar, endowed with a quadratic action, and linearly coupled to ϕ. As already mentioned, we denote by ǫ the width of the mirror, which fills the region −ǫ/2 ≤ x d ≤ ǫ/2. Then, as shown in [4] , the coefficients C mn (k , ǫ) adopt the diagonal form:
where m is the mass of the microscopic field, ξ 2 n (ξ n ∈ R) denote the eigenvalues of (−∂ n (x d ), and g is the coupling constant between ϕ and χ. The precise form of those eigenvalues and eigenvectors depends of course on the boundary conditions for the microscopic field. Indeed, for the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions, we have the eigenfunctions:
while in the Neumann case, we have instead
The eigenvalues are then, in both cases, given by the expression:
2 , where n = 1, 2, . . . in the Dirichlet case, while for Neumann boundary conditions: n = 0, 1, 2, . . . The essential difference is thus the existence or not of a zero mode, which is present only in the Neumann case. One should expect this difference to manifest itself when one tries to perform a local approximation for the nonlocal interaction term, under the assumption that ǫ → 0. Indeed, note that, in such a case, the zero mode is multiplied by the ǫ-independent coefficient C 00 , while all the other C mn coefficients are relatively suppressed in such a limit. To make this statement more precise, let us perform an expansion of the interaction term, assuming that ǫ is small (this shall be made more clear below, after introducing the other length scale to compare it with).
We shall assume, in what follows, Neumann boundary conditions for the microscopic field. Writing S (0) I more explicitly:
where we used the notation f |g ≡
Let us first consider the leading term in a small-ǫ expansion, obtained by keeping only the zero mode contribution. This may be written as follows:
where we introduced
, which works as an approximant of Dirac's δ-function. Then we see that this leading term may be regarded as a local δ-function term, with a momentum-dependent strength, and affected by a coefficient g 2 ǫ. It is convenient to introduce the product g 2 ǫ ≡ λ, since that is the constant that determines the strength of the boundary interaction term:
The following terms in the expansion are obtained by expanding the overlaps ψ (ǫ) n | ϕ for small ǫ, by using a Taylor expansion for the vacuum field. Up to the second order in derivatives, we find:
We see that the assumption that one could use to justify the expansion a posteriori is that the field inside the mirror should not change appreciably inside the mirror, more precisely, the length scale of the spatial variation should be much larger than ǫ. This means that higher powers of ǫ will be attached to higher derivatives of the field. Equipped with the expansion (11), we obtain the corresponding expansion of S (0) I up to the second order in derivatives:
where S
I,0 coincides with Eq. (9), while:
Here the prime denotes derivative with respect to x d . Performing the sum of the series, we obtain
where
We may again write this term in a similar fashion to (9):
with
We will now summarize the result for the expansion of the nonlocal term, presenting it in a way which shall be useful in the derivation of the Casimir energy. Thus, we encode the results as follows: the expansion for the interaction action (2) may be interpreted as an expansion for the nonlocal potential, so that:
where:
It is worth noting that the derivative expansion of the effective action for the specific example considered so far does not include terms containing only one derivative of the scalar field (i.e. terms proportional toμ 1 (k ), see Eq. (4)). This is due to the fact that the eigenfunctions in Eqs. (6) and (7) have a definite parity in the interval −ǫ/2 ≤ x d ≤ ǫ/2. Therefore, we expect such terms to show up only if one considered 'non-symmetric' mirrors in which the boundary conditions that confine the microscopic fields are different on both interfaces
Up to here, we considered a microscopic field χ linearly coupled to ϕ. The expansions presented in Eqs. (17) and (18) remain valid when the microscopic χ-field is nonlinearly coupled to ϕ. To illustrate this fact, we will now consider a different case, i.e. we shall deal with a gχ 2 ϕ coupling term for d = 3. In terms of the eigenfunctions ψ (ǫ) n , the second order term in the expansion of the action S I (ϕ) is given by: n , obtaining
After integrating over p , one sees that the interaction action becomes
whence one can read the coefficientμ 0 (k , ǫ) in Eq. (18),
where we have used that ξ
The sum in last equation runs from 0 for Neumann boundary conditions, and from 1 for Dirichlet ones. Eq. (22) is divergent for large n, therefore we introduce a renormalization term, in order to obtain a finite coefficient. For a massless field with Dirichlet boundary conditions we obtain:
whereμ 0 is a renormalization constant. We note that, contrary to what happens for the case of a linear coupling, we obtain a contribution whose strength is independent of ǫ.
In the case of Neumann boundary conditions:
which in the case of a massless microscopic field becomes:
We note that the previous series can be summed, the exact result being
The computation ofμ 2 can be performed along similar lines, although is much more cumbersome and we will not present the details here. To summarize, in this Section we have shown that the nonlocal interaction between the mirror and the scalar field admits a derivative expansion of the kind given in Eq. (4), where the coefficientsμ i depend not only on k but also on the width ǫ of the mirror. It is possible to adjust the relation of the coupling constants and ǫ in such a way that the leading term is finite in the limit ǫ → 0, while the nonleading contributions are suppressed by powers of ǫ. Potentials proportional to the δ-function and its derivatives have been considered previously by other authors (see for instance [7, 8] ). We have shown here that these potentials arise naturally, in concrete examples, as the leading terms in a derivative expansion of the nonlocal effective interaction.
III. THE CASIMIR ENERGY FOR GENERALIZED δ-POTENTIALS
In this section, we compute the Casimir energy that results from a derivative expansion of the nonlocal effective action, namely, when the interaction term at x d = 0, after Fourier transforming the parallel coordinates, has the local form:
whereμ 0 ,μ 1 ,μ 2 are arbitrary real (in Euclidean spacetime) functions of k and ǫ. Note that Eq.(27) proceeds from a nonlocal action in coordinate space:
where now µ 0 , µ 1 , µ 2 depend on x − y . The interaction term for the remaining mirror, S
I , is obtained by a simple shift.
The terms containing derivatives of the δ-function are expected to be suppressed by powers of ǫ, however, for the sake of generality, we will first compute the Casimir energy for the above interaction terms exactly, performing the expansion in powers of ǫ afterwards. One of the reasons for this procedure is that the knowledge of the exact Casimir energy for (28) may be useful in other circumstances, not necessarily related to the effective models we are considering here.
Introducing the matrix
(a function of x − y ) we can write (28) as follows:
and a similar expression for S
I . Then, we introduce two sets of auxiliary fields ξ 
2 Dξ
and N an irrelevant constant. Note that the representation (31) makes sense when all the eigenvalues of M are greater than zero (they are real, since the matrix is Hermitian).
Using Eq.(31), we may write the generating functional as follows:
where we omitted, for the sake of clarity, writing all the arguments. After integrating the field ϕ we get
and ∆(x, y) = x|(−∂ 2 ) −1 |y .
We first evaluate the term quadratic in the currents more explicitly,
and then, introducing Fourier transforms in the parallel coordinates, we can show that
To compute Λ(k ) we used that
and we approximated δ(0) ≈ 1/ǫ. This follows from recalling how we obtained the derivative expansion: an approximant of the δ was replaced by its limit. A Fourier transformation of the above then yields the expression used for Λ(k ).
On the other hand, the first derivatives of the free propagator are ill-defined at
. In order to obtain Eq.(37), we have used a symmetric limit regularization so that
We can now compute the vacuum energy E 0 as follows,
where A ij are four 2 × 2 block-matrices andM is the Fourier transform of the matrix M defined in Eq.(29). Finally, the subtracted (i.e., without self-energies) energy can be written as
and
Eq. (41) is the main result in this section; it gives the exact Casimir energy for the generalized δ-potentials, as a function of the coefficients that determine the effective interaction term. It is interesting to emphasize that the structure of the vacuum energy in Eq. (41) is similar to the Lifshitz formula for the electromagnetic field in the presence of anisotropic materials, in which it is necessary to introduce 2 × 2 reflection matrices to take into account the mixing between TE and TM modes [9] . Here the 2 × 2 matrices come from the introduction of two auxiliary fields on each mirror to describe the effective action (see Eq. (31)).
The presence of a divergence, when ǫ → 0, in Λ(k ) does not introduce any divergence in the Casimir energy. Indeed, the inverses of the matrices A 11 and A 22 are finite in that limit ǫ → 0. Computing explicitly the determinant in Eq.(41), the final expression becomes
where F and G depend on k and ǫ explicitly and also implicitly through the coefficientsμ i . Although it is possible to obtain general expressions for F and G, the result is a rather lengthy expression, which is not very illuminating. Thus we will analyze two interesting particular cases. Let us first consider the calculation of the Casimir energy in the framework of the derivative expansion introduced in the previous section. As already mentioned, on general grounds we expect the terms containing higher derivatives to be suppressed by powers of ǫ. To make this point explicit, we writeμ 0 = λ 0 ,μ 1 = ǫλ 1 and µ 2 = ǫ 2 λ 2 , where λ i are of the same order of magnitude in the limit ǫ → 0. We then evaluate the determinat in Eq. (41) exactly, and expand the result in powers of ǫ. After a long but nevertheless straightforward calculation, the expansion for the Casimir energy adopts the form
The coefficients λ i , depending on k , encode all the information about the interaction between the vacuum field and the microscopic degrees of freedom living on the mirrors. The outcome is dominated by the usual δ-potential result, but with a k -dependent strength. It is worth noting that, up to this order, there are no terms proportional to e −4ak in the Casimir energy. These terms do appear in the fourth order. In order to illustrate the kind of corrections induced by the finite width of the mirrors, let us assume that the coefficients λ i are approximately constants. Then the Casimir energy for d = 3 can be written, to first order in ǫ as follows:
where we introduced the coefficient functions I i , which can be easily evaluated numerically. They are plotted in Figs.1 and 2 . Both of them are monotonic and positive definite functions, interpolating between 0 and a finite value for λ 0 a → ∞. The leading term reproduces the Casimir result for perfectly conducting mirrors in this limit, while the second one introduces a correction that falls off faster (with an extra power of the distance).
As a second example, we now consider the vacuum energy for the generalized δ-potentials, assuming that the coefficientsμ i do not depend on ǫ. In this situation we obtaiñ
whereμ ef f = (μ 0μ2 −μ 2 1 )/μ 2 . It is interesting to note that the Casimir energy is well defined only when the parameters µ i are such that the coefficient that multiplies e −2ak is less than 1, and this is the case if µ ef f > 0. This condition have been found before, albeit in a different looking but equivalent form; indeed, we have seen that, for the auxiliary field representation (31) to make sense, positivity of the eigenvalues of the matrix M is a necessary (and sufficient) condition. From a physical point of view, this condition can be interpreted as follows: the interaction term at each mirror may be diagonalized, to look like the sum of two decoupled quadratic interaction terms, each one involving a mixture of the field and its normal derivative at the mirror. For the vacuum to be stable, one must have therefore non-negative eigenvalues, since they are the coefficients that affect each decoupled term. Vanishing eigenvalues, on the other hand, are not forbidden physically, rather, one should represent them with just one auxiliary field. Otherwise the redundancy pops up in the form of a zero mode. It is remarkable that Eq.(49) corresponds to the Casimir energy for a usual δ-potential (i.e. without derivatives of the δ-function) with an effective coefficient given byμ ef f . However, it is also worth stressing that this equation has been derived assuming a particular regularization for Λ(k ). While this regularization is well justified in the case of the derivative expansion, a formal calculation which started from the generalized δ-potentials, could give different, regularization dependent results, without any immediate physical reason to chose one from another. For example, in the framework of dimensional regularization one would obtain Λ(k ) = α − k 2 , with α an arbitrary constant. Different regularizations of this object correspond, physically, to imposing different boundary conditions for the propagator of the vacuum field at the mirror. If the concrete model for the finite width mirror is unknown, this lack of information manifests itself in the fact that one has many regularizations available, and they give rise to different values of the energy. However, one knows that, what makes sense physically is not the regularization used; rather, it is the boundary condition it produces on the propagator. Then, one may regard the boundary condition for the propagator as a renormalization condition which hides the ignorance on the details of the model into a bare coefficient function [10] .
IV. DISCUSSION
We have shown, in concrete examples, how the nonlocal induced action which results from the integration of the microscopic fields (that represent the media composing the mirrors) can be expanded to produce a local action; i.e., one that has point-like support. This means that it may be written as terms involving the δ-function and its derivatives.
Equipped with the general form of that local action, we then derived the Casimir energy for the vacuum scalar field. A conceptually interesting point is that the presence of derivatives of the δ-function, in the effective action, produces a final result for the Casimir energy that can be written in the form of the Lifshitz formula for the electromagnetic field with 2 × 2 reflection matrices. This analogy is a biproduct of the representation of the effective action in terms of two auxiliary fields When the coefficients from that local action come from a microscopic model, we have shown that the result may be consistently expanded in powers of the width of the mirrors, producing a result which may be interpreted as a Dirichlet-like energy plus sub-leading corrections. It would be interesting to generalize these results to the realistic case of the electromagnetic field coupled to Dirac fields describing charges on the mirrors.
Besides, we considered also the case when the coefficients are assumed to be independent of the width of the mirrors. In this case, the exact result adopts a quite simple form: the vacuum energy coincides with the one given by the usual δ-potential, with an effective coupling. That is to say, the effect of the terms proportional to derivatives of the δ-function in the effective action is to renormalize the coupling of the usual δ potential. The last result depends, in principle, on the particular regularization used to handle these (highly singular) potentials. However, when one abandons the description in terms of the coefficients for those terms, in favour of another in terms of the boundary conditions on the propagator, the apparent ambiguity disappears [10] .
